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structural components of the brain.” Certain end states or relationships among elements
are perceived because that is the way our visual apparatus operates. It is the way we
process information; it is a direct endowment of the way the human brain is structured.
For example, a person in the distance doesn’t look unusually small because the brain
automatically adjusts for size constancy. This perception is structurally determined.

The Gestalt psychologists believed that although structurally determined factors influ-
ence perception, affectively based factors, such as motives, needs, wishes, and desires do
not. To continue with the example of size constancy, people can’t decide that they want
to see the person in the distance look small. This would involve motivated mispercep-
tion, and motivated misperception does not occur within Gestalt psychology.

Expectancies and Schemas Influence Perception. Gestalt psychologists do
believe that perception can be influenced by expectancies (Bruner, 1957). To illus-
trate, consider the image shown in Figure 2.5. The ambiguous middle figure looks
like a letter in the first row but a number in the second row. That’s because we expect
to find a letter amid two other letters, and a number amid two other numbers. The
more general point is that just as theories guide a scientist’s perception, so too do
expectancies guide our perception of objects, people, and events.

Stimuli . . . do not act upon an indifferent organism. The organism in perception is always
in one way or another in a state of expectancy about the environment. It is a truism worth
repeating that the perceptual effect of a stimulus is necessarily dependent upon the set
or expectancy of the organism. (Bruner & Postman, 1949, p. 206)

Perception is also influenced by hypothetical cognitive structures called schemas.
Schemas are a type of expectancy, but they are broader. They represent knowledge
about a stimulus, person, or event, including information about how things operate or
go together (S. E. Fiske & Taylor, 1991; Markus & Zajonc, 1985). Among other
things, schemas act as an interpretive structure and guide the meaning we give to a
stimulus or an event. To illustrate, whether a kiss on the hand is considered a charm-
ing endearment or a lascivious advance depends on the schema we use to interpret
the experience. If, on the one hand (no pun intended), we think the person giving the
kiss is a refined gentleman, we consider the gesture to be polite and courteous. If, on

FIGURE 2.5
An Illustration of How
Expectancies Guide
Perception

The same shape that
appears to be a B in the
first row appears to be a
13 in the second row.

Source: Bruner and Mintern
(1955).
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